The Synergy team would like to wish all our clients a...

Merry Christmas and a
Prosperous New Year!
Synergy Christmas Opening Times:
Christmas Day: Sat 25th - Closed, Emergencies only
Boxing Day: Sun 26th - Closed, Emergencies only
Mon 27th Dec, Tues 28th Dec, Sat 1st Jan, Mon 3rd Jan - Closed, Emergencies only
Early office closing at 4pm on 24th & 31st December
In case of emergency please ring 01935 83682.
Our 24 hour Emergency service will continue to operate at all times.

British Farming part of the Climate Solution
The UN’s climate conference, COP26 in
Glasgow, has put climate buzzwords like
carbon, sustainability and methane all
over recent headlines. Thankfully, the
agreements
that
emerged
and
surrounding media coverage generally
(and correctly!) placed the main emphasis
on fossil fuels and clean energy. You may
have seen Synergy’s recent social media
posts explaining why livestock farming has
a very different impact to that reported.

Along with every other industry, we
must act responsibly and reduce our
environmental impact. The encouraging
message being spread by the NFU, the
British Cattle Vet Association and the
British Veterinary Association is that UK
farming is high welfare, local (think food
miles!) and environmentally responsible
(among the most efficient in the world
when assessed per kilo of produce). In
short: buy better, buy local and support
the UK’s innovative and low-carbon food
Methane, very much in the public eye at production. After all, there are only two
present, is around 25 times more potent industries on earth that can go carbonthan carbon dioxide, which makes it an negative: forestry and farming.
important part of the NFU’s “net zero by
2040” campaign. However methane is also We have the unique ability to reduce our
short-lived, with a lifespan of only twelve emissions through improving output from
years compared to CO2‘s one thousand. current livestock numbers, rather than
The UN and the UK government have through drastic reductions. Eradicating
recognised this needs to be acknowledged diseases such as BVD and Johnes,
using newer calculations, known as GWP*. improving fertility, controlling mastitis and
Under them, the calculated carbon lameness better, produces more food for
footprint of farming could fall by as much the same carbon footprint. It is important
as 50%!
to emphasise the high welfare this
produces, something often forgotten with
COP26 also acknowledged that there are imports!
many sources of methane other than
ruminants, including fossil fuels, burning
wood and wetlands. Any carbon derived
from growing plants, such as forage in
cattle and sheep diets, must have been
pulled out of the atmosphere recently as
CO2, and therefore ruminant emissions
simply maintain atmospheric levels of
methane. They are part of a closed,
biogenic cycle, rather than fossil fuel Land management plays a part, with many
methane which is added to the benefits from grazing grassland and forage
environment anew.
crops such as maize. Grazing is so useful it
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is being brought into crop rotations on
arable land. The increase of organic
matter, nutrients and carbon fixing to
degraded soils may encourage sale of
manure (especially given current fertiliser
costs) or movement of animals to arable
areas. It also allows food production from
land that cannot be used to grow crops
and is a vital source of income for rural
communities. There is growing focus on
ammonia emissions, particularly in shed
design requirements, slurry stores and
spreading, where ammonia loss can be
reduced by 30% using trailing hoses and
70% using injectors.
There may be many unused corners of the
farm that can help improve biodiversity
(think hedgerows, ditches, field margins)
and be a useful source of income
(depending on funding and roll out). After
all,
Countryside
Stewardship
and
Environmental
Land
Management
demonstrate awareness that farming can’t
always be done the way the public want
without financial support! We have a duty
to make the public more aware of the
benefits of farmland, the true (lower)
environmental cost and the innovations
allowing us to target net-zero, aspects
which may be excellent
marketing points in the
future.

Tom Warboys
Veterinary Surgeon

EVERSHOT - CREWKERNE - DORCHESTER - SALISBURY - HONITON - LANGPORT - AXMINSTER
Covering Somerset, Dorset, East Devon & Wiltshire

Better Breeding
Several developments in dairy cow
genetics in the last year, along with some
exciting new research confirms that
making wise breeding decisions can
increase profit, reduce emissions and
future-proof your herd.

Advantage and
Enviro
Cow,
which will all
help to produce
animals
that
are better for
the
Economics
environment.
Recently published research shows that Healthy Cow is
each point of Holstein Profitable Lifetime heavily
New genetic indexes such as Healthy Cow help you to choose bulls whose daughters will be
Index (£PLI) is worth an extra £1.58 per weighted
for healthier, live longer and have reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
cow of pre-tax profit. The research was survival,
commissioned by AHDB and undertaken fertility and udder health traits. This index decisions based on what your herd needs.
by Promar who collected data from 410 is designed to be used as a secondary Make bad choices and you’ll soon see
herds (more than 100,000 cows) who use filter to £PLI to help you select bulls that areas suffer.
their Farm Business Accounts service.
produce healthy, profitable daughters.
£PLI is a multi-trait economic index which The Feed Advantage Index shows which Knowledge is power
is weighted 34% for production and 66% bulls produce daughters with the best We can get a good
for health and efficiency. It has been feed conversion efficiency. Feed use has a understanding
adapted over the years to deliver the big impact on the carbon footprint of a about an animal’s
genetics which are desired for the modern farm, so it is advantageous to breed cows genetics
by
market meaning it can be used as a single- that can better utilise the resources watching how it
step selection tool.
available. Bulls with the best Feed interacts with its
intake and conversion
The project analysed income costs from Advantage Index will produce daughters environment – this Feed
efficiency greatly impact an
milk, calf and cull sales against the costs of that are 30% more feed efficient than is its phenotype. To animal’s environmental
production directly related to genetics daughters from the worst bulls.
improve
genetic impact
such as feed and semen to create a Feed Advantage Index is an important part information, make genetic indexes more
Genetically Influenced Margin (GIM). of the Enviro Cow Index which is solely reliable and breed cows that best suit
When they grouped the farms in the study focused on producing animals that are your herd we must record as much data as
based on their herd-average £PLI, the top better for the environment. Bulls will be possible and feed this back into the
25% had a GIM of £1,818 per cow/year ranked from -3 to +3 based on the system.
compared to the bottom 25% at £1,529 greenhouse gas emissions that their
per cow/year.
daughters are predicted to create over If you would like to learn more on this
It must be remembered management their lifetime for each kg of milk topic then Synergy provides a Breeding
factors such as cow comfort and produced. It is possible to see serious Consultancy service utilising its expertise
stockmanship also greatly influence profit, reductions in emissions from breeding and understanding and application of the
but under good management higher alone.
available UK genomics tests. Synergy was
genetic merit cows will outperform those
heavily involved back in the early part of
of lower genetic merit and be more Small Changes
the last decade in promoting the
profitable.
It’s important to remember breeding understanding and value of genomics
decisions aren’t going to give you any testing in females in the UK dairy, and
Environment
quick fixes, but they will make permanent more latterly beef, sectors.
This year has seen the release of three and cumulative changes to your herd –
new genetic indexes; Healthy Cow, Feed
hence why it’s important to make sensible This service involves interpretation and
understanding of the Herd Genetic Report
and any genomics results alongside an
Follow us on Social Media:
understanding of the goals and objectives
@SynergyFarmVets of the unit, including a heifer inventory,
@SynergyFarmHealth
and very much in tandem with the herd
health and performance knowledge and
analysis and advice that we will be
working with you regularly on.

#synergytweets!

Mark Burnell leads the Synergy Breeding
Consultancy team and if you are
interested in finding out any more details,
please contact the practice.

Esme Moffett
Veterinary Surgeon

Lameness Risk Factors
I thought it would be useful to list some of
the risk factors for the three main causes
of lameness on farm: Dermatitis, Sole
Ulcers and White Line Disease.

White Line Disease




Looking at the main risk factors of each
disease might give you an idea on changes
you could make to improve mobility in
your herd.



Dermatitis










Foot cleanliness, foot bath
frequency and effectiveness
Identification of lesions, response
to treating new cases
Chronic cases that continue to
shed
Dermatitis bacteria amongst the
rest of the herd
Bringing new infected stock in
Build up of slurry in corners and
inaccessible scraper areas

Sharp turns, high steps
Broken concrete, uneven ground,
stones on concrete
Chasing cows, overzealous cow
handling, aggressive use of backing
gate
Poor concrete grooving, slipping
and sliding
Poor claw horn quality due to
nutritional
or
environmental
factors (horn of the hoof becomes
soft in wet conditions and more
susceptible to penetration of the
white line. If feet get too dry horn
can become brittle, so ideally a
middle ground where feet are hard
but supple is the goal).



Sole Ulcers






Overgrown
feet,
lack
of
preventative trimming
Cubicle space, stocking density
Standing time (what is the
accumulated longest length of
time a cow has to stand up without
access to a bed in a day?)
Nutrition - reduced condition can
lead to a reduction in digital
cushion (fat pad) of the hoof

If you require help in trying to limit the
risk factors mentioned above your
Synergy Vet or Vet tech will
be happy to find solutions.

News from our Rounds
North

James Perrett
Vet Tech

West

Alastair Hayton

Gareth Foden

I realise as I am penning prior to a farm visit that this
will be for the December newsletter, ouch there goes
another year and another very challenging one (as
usual) for farming.

November has been a busy but enjoyable
month. We saw the return of the Dairy Ham
Hill Discussion Group at its new venue at the
Sidmouth Arms, Upottery. Ben Barber and
Imogen Rogers gave a very thought-provoking talk on age
at first calving. The final line could probably have been,
“its not about age it’s all about weight.” The idea that if
you are monitoring weights effectively you should be able
to hit puberty and cyclicity in good time to calve at two
years. If you are not reaching these targets there may be
reasons for the poor growth rates such as nutrition,
pneumonia, scours and parasites. Nicky Ogden gave a talk
on wormer resistance in collaboration with one of the
challenge sheep flocks. Finally, the Youngstock 0-6 group
gave a talk on calf pneumonia.

In terms of the North team, we welcome back Charlotte from
maternity leave, it’s great to have her back, and Graeme
celebrated a significant birthday involving a five and a zero, not
long now for the specs and grey hairs Graeme!
There are no overt disease problems at present to report but there
are a couple of major disease issues where there are likely to be
increased noise about them going forward. The first is in relation to
parasite control, with an increased understanding of the need to
use these products more judiciously as resistance patterns are
developing and their impacts on the environment become better
understood. The second is in relation to Johnes control and the
value of reviewing the levels of positivity individual animals are
showing as a guide to both overall progress and the risks individual
animals pose to control. I am sure
over the next few months these
issues will likely be discussed as we
visit your farms.
Finally I’d like to wish you all a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year.

It is great to see so many farmers attending these events
and I look forward to more meetings for social
opportunities in the New Year, COVID permitting.

News from our Rounds
East

West Update

Martijn t’Hoen

Ed Powell-Jackson

It has been a busy month on Salisbury plain for
suckler cow PDs, with many herds seeing
excellent results. It has been a great year for
grass growth which has made a big difference
across the region. Identifying PD negative cows is always the
aim of a PD session - barren cows are a drain on resources,
particularly as we head into winter. Although it may be
tempting to let them go on ‘one more time’ (most farmers
seem to have a favourite “pet” cow in their herd that they
cant give up on!), these cows are likely to be overfat, which in
itself reduces the chance of a successful pregnancy. If they are
to hold next time, fat cows are far more likely to suffer calving
and metabolic problems in the future – beware.

As many of you will be aware, the farm
department of Summerleaze Vets in Axminster
will become part of Synergy Farm Health at the
end of 2021. We have been busy meeting new
clients over the last few weeks and welcoming new staff
members into our team.

Central

The office at Mole Avon will be closing from mid January,
when we will move to the Summerleaze site at Kilmington
(next to the Bugler tractor dealership). This will provide
improved facilities for clients and our staff, in particular more
space, dedicated parking and the opportunity to examine
animals securely on site. We are very excited about the move,
and rest assured you will receive the usual friendly welcome
from Sheila and the wider team.

Claire Rudd
We’ve all been busy TB testing this month with several large whole herd tests and a flurry of pre-movement tests
prior to winter housing. We held a successful meeting near Dorchester at the start of December, covering 6 monthly
TB testing, TB herd accreditation and reducing the risk of TB entry to your herd. There was plenty of lively discussion
as well as opportunities to learn from other farmers about the successful measures they have put in place to exclude
wildlife and improve biosecurity.

Dispensary Seasonal Offers
HEPTAVAC
P PLUS
25 doses £23
LIMITED
STOCK!
50 doses £44
125 doses £96.50
250 doses £180

** NEW PRODUCT **

SOLANTEL POUR ON

1L £105 2.5L £195
5L £365

*Prices correct on printing 08/12/21. Offers end 31/12/21. All prices ex VAT.
For a full list of promotions, please call Dispensary on 01935 83682.

Synergy Training Courses
If you are interested in joining our courses or would
like to know more, please get in touch:
01935 83682 courses@synergyfarmhealth.com
Sheep Welfare and Captive Bolt Course
Evershot 15th December 9am – 3pm
Safe Use Of Veterinary Medicines (General)
Evershot 18th January 10am – 2pm
Lamb Survival and Advanced Lamb Care Course
Evershot 25th January 9.30am – 3pm
Lambing Course
Evershot 1st February 9.30am – 3pm
DIY AI Three Day Course
Evershot 9th, 10th & 11th February 9am – 3pm
WEST HILL BARNS, EVERSHOT, DORSET DT2 0LD
office@synergyfarmhealth.com

01935 83682

Medicines Update Christmas Ordering
We will endeavour to get all your
medicines to you as requested but
ordering before the busy time would be
much appreciated.

Medicine Collections will still be available
from Lower Coombe, Langport Vets, New
Street Vets Honiton, Mole Avon
Axminster, Lower Woodford and Dorset
Equine.

Meet the Team
Sam Fisher
Sam studied Animal Health and
Welfare at Harper Adams
University and has been with Synergy since
2016. Working as a Lab Technician in the inhouse laboratory at Evershot, Sam carries out
diagnostic and routine laboratory testing, such
as worm egg counts, mastitis cultures and
biochemistry. Sam also assists Abbie, the lab
supervisor, in laboratory maintenance activities
and quality control. Outside of work Sam enjoys
spending time in the garden, pub lunches and
time with family and friends.

The SynergyTeam would like to wish you all a
very Happy Christmas and a Positive and
Prosperous New Year
www.synergyfarmhealth.com
@SynergyFarmVets
@SynergyFarmHealth

